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"This guide is a Must Read for anybody considering crowdfunding" Sam Granger, raised $164,000

"This guide is the perfect solution to a successful crowdfunding campaign. Definitely a must read!"

Cindy Ho, Raised $82,082"You definitely need to come into crowdfunding prepared. I highly suggest

you to read 57 Secrets of Crowdfunding, tons of great advice in there." Jerry Mcarthur, Raised

$50,269"57 Secrets of Crowdfunding" is for:Individuals who are planning to start a crowdfunding

campaign,Individuals, who have already started it!Running a crowdfunding campaign to collect

funds for your dream by spending little amount of money-even Free! Yes it is possible. This eBook

contains 57 of the Best Practical Tips from 206 successfully funded crowdfunding campaigns.

These 206 campaigns collectively raised millions of dollars by spending little or no money -

implementing these 57 Easy Step-by-Step Tips and Tricks. You will learnHow to prepare like a

Pro,17 Free tools to boost your campaign,Hacks on Grabbing Attention of a media,Tips on what

structure format works Best,Proven Reward types, that always work and much more...BONUS: 13

Crazy Reward Ideas and a Pitching Email Template to a press.
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A great piece of work for those who are starting and for those who are already all hands on

crowdfunding their projects. Personally, I really liked the structure and the way each tip was

explained. Also, I think all the aspects of crowdfunding were discussed here, which makes this

collection of secrets a must read for anyone interested in this topic. I think there is nothing more

valuable for ambitious crowdfunders than the real-life advice from those who already succeeded.

Cool stuff! Thank you :)

I'm now more confident than ever in launching my campaign that's more personal than anything.

This book was not 100% what I was looking for before buying since I'll be using GoFundMe BUT it

no doubt gave me some valuable advice that I'll be using. And it spurred ideas for perks to offer

donators. BUT, each secret, well, 80%+ of them could have gone more in depth by giving examples

or something.Is it worth the $2.99 I think I paid? It's worth way more.

Wasting a lot of time on hours and hours non-stop research on Internet wouldn't give me that much

detailed and comprehensive information as this e-book did! "57 secrets of crowdfunding" saved my

precious time and energy. It literally gave answers to all of my questions and gave me a lot of new

ideas that never crossed my mind. I definitely will recommend it to everyone who wants to create a

successful crowdfunding campaign!

I loved this book!Fully packed with all of the practical toolset required for a successful campaign,

concise and ultimately to the point.Covers everything related to planning and preparation prior to

launching, which is undoubtedly the most important step ensuring the success.If you're going to

launch a crowdfunding campaign, this is most definitely the kind of book you'd get.

The book is a great source to ones who are completely beginners in crowdfunding sphere. Very

easy read and great for anyone who considers crowdfunding. I'm going to use all the great tips here

for my crowdfunding campaign on Kickstarter. I highly recommend this e-book!!

Great book! I would definitely recommend this book to those who are considering crowdfunding, are

actually doing it, or already are established experts in this area. The book provides practical and

easy-to-understand steps for a successful crowdfunding.

I like the book very much. Awesome Tips that you can use not only for crowd-funding strategy, but



in other spheres too.Everybody must use this instructions for online promotion of their project or

other products.

If you are considering launching a crowdfunding campaign, this book is really essential. A

crowdfunding campaign is a huge project and the author outlines the entire process for the reader.

He also sent me follow-up information (including an updated compact PDF on crowdfunding) for

free. I would definitely recommend this book for anyone considering launching a crowdfunding

campaign.
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